
 

All Ingleside youth are welcome to join the club.  They meet periodically and perform service 
tasks related to riding and horsemanship. 2015 Youth Officers including Ingleside's 
own Hannah Champion and Ashley Tharp! The items donated by Ingleside riders and drivers 
to ASAC for auctioning at the  Convention last month, helped ASAC to raised over $15,000 
this year!!   Thank you to all that contributed to the fully loaded caboodle and Margarita  
basket. 

Please contact Allison Mercurio at stonehengemasonryallison@gmail.com  for more details.  

NCSU Veterinary Teaching Hospital is having an open house on 28-Mar from 9am—4pm.  
ASAC will be setting up a booth to promote the American Saddlebred.  Anyone wishing to 
volunteer to site at the booth to pass out information and answer questions; please contact 
Heather or Allison. 

(continued on  page 6) 

Congratulations to: 

Pat and Doug Cowan and Stephen and Laura Cowan-Wilson on the purchase of  
Callaway’s Spending Spree, “Spree”.   

Graham, Joanne & Maddy Bagshaw on selling Tommy Bahama.  Tommy will be the 
new mount of Danielle Dubay Navarro at Biggins Stables in Simpsonville, KY. 

Paul Otto on the sale of Fort Chiswell’s Hi Roller, “Hi Roller” to Pam Lawson at 
Head’s Up Academy. 

Shayla Dubay on the lease of A Superior Night, “Chumley”.  They will be under the 
direction of Winslow Stables. 

Kady Knight is leasing Wish I Could Dance, “Rochester” for the upcoming show 
season. 

Jeanne Frazer is leasing A Royal Promise, “Junior” while Megan Combs recovers 
from hip surgery. 

Monet Harrison is leasing My Stately Lady, “Lady” and will show her this season.  
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Congrats to 

Maddy 

Bragshaw for  

completing the 

February  

pattern and 

winning the gift 

card drawing! 

 

I N G L E S I D E  F U N L E T T E R  

The March pattern is tough; hopefully the  
weather will allow us to ride outside soon!    

Remember that all  those who complete the monthly 
pattern are entered into  a drawing for a gift card. 



Foundering - Part II: Road to Recovery 
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Once you have addressed all the 
laminitis triggers (i.e. removed the 
cause) you can start to deal with the 
recovery. It is crucial to get a proper 
trim which will allow the hoof to 
start healing and 
growing in a tight  
connection between 
the coffin bone and 
hoof wall. 
 
Often when  
separation occurs the toes  
become too long which puts even 
more strain on the already weak 
laminar connection. Long toes delay 
break-over (the point at which the 
hoof leaves the ground) which in 

turn rips the wall further away 
from the coffin bone - compare it 
to when your nail is bent back and 
pulled away from the nail bed and 
imagine how painful it is to the 

horse who has to also 
bear weight on it. It is 
therefore, very  
important to bring the 
toes back to the correct  
location to relieve the 
strain.  

 
High heels also add to the  
problem as they increase the  
mechanical stress on the laminar 
connection. They prevent the frog 
from being weight-bearing which 

means that the hoof wall has to take 
even more weight. 
 
To make the horse more  
comfortable, pads or boots may be 
used.  However, bear in mind that 
the coffin bone needs to stay close to 
ground parallel (3-5 degrees  
depending on the trim method used) 
so the pads should not raise the 
heels. Rubber mats are also very  
useful as they have some give to 
them. Avoid deep straw or shavings 
beds (unless the horse is lying down a 
lot) as these allow the toe to sink 
(effectively raising the heels) which in 
turn puts pressure on the  
lamellae.  

Please read the following regarding lesson cancellations due to weather:  

If the HIGH temperature for the day will be in the 30’s, we will see you at 
the barn for your lesson.  If the HIGH temperature for the day will be in 
the 20’s, please call Heather to indicate if you will attend. 

If you fail to cancel your lesson on a day that we have lessons as 
scheduled, you will be charged for that lesson 

Private Lesson:  
$40 ~ 30 minutes 

Semi-Private Lesson: $40  
45-60 minutes 
(2 or 3 advanced riders only) 

 

4-Lesson Package: $150 
 (must be used within 30 days) 

8-Lesson Package: $280  
(must be used within 60 days)

 

Alex teaches academy lessons five days a week on 
Monday,  Tuesday,  Wednesday, Friday & Sunday.  

Horse owners will still ride on Saturday, but there will 
be no academy lessons on Saturday’s.   

Lessons with Alex Ennis 
No lessons on 

Sunday, 05-April 

due to the Easter 

holiday.  Book for 

Sat, 04-Apr instead 

We’re on the web!  www.ingelsidefarm.com 

http://www.inglesidefarm.com
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Happy customers 

makes for good  

business 

A Trainer’s Manifesto 
1.Above all else, know 
this: we want you to be 
successful. We want 
this for you because 
that's our job, of 
course—to produce  
successful students, at 
whatever "success" 
means to you. Whether 
winning at Louisville or 
just cantering two  
circles around without 
being afraid, we want 
you to Win at It. And if 
you doubt that we want 
you to win simply  
because its in our  
natures, consider this: 
happy clients are more 
likely to keep paying us, 
and more likely to tell 
others they should pay 
us. Happy clients = good 
business. 

2. We do not do this for 
the money. While, yes, 
it is very possible to 
have a successful and 
profitable horse  
business, it  
involves 18 hour days, 
getting very dirty and 
sweaty, and  
getting on 1,200 pound 
toddlers that can maim 
and kill us simply by 
tripping and falling 
down, or by doing as 
their  
prey-animal natures  

intend and shying away 
from something. If 
profit was our driving  
motivation, we'd do 
something else. 

3. When we make a  
suggestion to you—to 
have the vet see your 
horse, to keep your 
horse in training with us 
instead of just seeing 
you for lessons, to  
invest in a different 
saddle or different 
bit—it is because we 
want you to succeed, 
not because we are out 
to get your money. See 
#1 and #2. We will 
make way more money 
off you by keeping you 
happy and trucking 
along, and if we think 
your horse is  
uncomfortable with his 
tack, would benefit 
from more time with a 
professional rider on his 
back, or is unsound, we 
would like to remedy 
those situations so that 
you will stay happy and 
successful. 

4. We are respectful of 
your financial and life 
situations, and will help 
you achieve your goals 
with your lives and all 
they entail in mind. If 

your goal is a little 
nuts—to train a  
chronically-unsound, 
conformationably-
unsuitable horse in six 
months taking one  
lesson a week in badly 
fitting tack, and the 
like—we will help you 
identify a new goal. We 
want to get you as far 
as you can on what 
you've got, even if what
-you've-got is a limited 
horse, or a limited 
amount of time to focus 
on riding and not on 
your kids/spouse/job/
parents/life, or a  
limited budget on which 
to do it all. We will help 
you make the most of it, 
and spend your time, 
money and resources on 
what is wisest. 

5. Your horse is your 
own. Maybe you're one 
of those rare clients 
who owns your horse 
for us to ride and train 
and show, and you want 
to be a part of that 
team, with us calling 
most—if not all—of the 
shots. But more likely 
you want to ride and 
show your own horse,  

(continued on the next page) 
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 knowledge and experience 
over a long period of time, 
we will screw up. We ask 
your understanding, and to 
remember that we're only 
human, doing the best job 
we can. 

8. We love you and want you 
to succeed, but we are  
entitled to our own lives. 
We will occasionally take 
days off, or have to cancel 
lessons last-minute because 
we ate a bad breakfast 
sandwich (which, trust us, 
we really, really wish we 
hadn't), or not answer the 
phone when we're with our 
families or our friends. We 
will give you everything to 
help you succeed, but we do 
not belong to you.  

9. The training of horses 
and riders is a marathon, 
not a sprint. We ask your 
patience and understanding 
when we need to spend a 
few months on turning to 
the right, or self-carriage, 
or bend. We ask your  
patience and understanding 
when we tell you that we 
cannot get you working on 
rack when you cannot yet 
sit the trot. We ask your 
patience and understanding 
when we think your goals 
are a little lofty, and we 
suggest waiting to advance 
a level, or waiting until the 

and it's our job to help you 
do that. That means that 
even if we think your horse 
has Big Time  
Potential, that it could have 
a career beyond what you 
would like to do with him, 
then that's too dang bad, 
because he's your horse. 
His potential for 
"Greatness" is irrelevant—
our job is to help him reach 
whatever greatness YOU 
want to achieve. If you own 
a fabulous young 5-gaited 
horse that could get to 
Stake Night but you want 
to learn to sit the trot and 
maybe show in a double  
bridle someday, then that 
is what we will help you do, 
because that's our job. 

6. There are some things 
we cannot control. Horses 
get hurt in spite of great 
care. Horses will spook, 
stumble or otherwise get 
into trouble no matter how 
good their natures or  
training. And sometimes 
judges see things very  
differently from the way 
we do. We will do our best 
to control what we can, and 
we ask your patience and 
help in accepting the things 
that we cannot. 

7. Sometimes, we're wrong. 
Sometimes, in spite of  
diligent accumulation of 

horse is a little fitter to 
take it to a show or clinic, 
or waiting until it is all just 
a little easier before we 
put you in the tack, or, or, 
or. We would love for  
everyone to advance a level 
a year, all on one perfect 
horse that never goes lame. 
We ask you to, please, let 
us help you in seeing the 
Bigger Picture, which may 
take many years, several 
horses, and a not-so-linear 
progression on your way up. 

10. We do this for love. We 
do this for the love of 
horses, of course. But we 
also do this because we love 
people. This job has way 
more to do with humans 
than it does with animals, 
and humans are  
complicated, with emotions 
and goals and families and 
dreams and lives, that can 
all help or hinder. We  
desperately, desperately 
want to help. Please let us! 

LaurenSprieser.com 

The training 

of horses 

and riders is 

a marathon, 

not a sprint.  

http://www.laurensprieser.com/
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Many teams  

return for 2015! 

What is a Set Tail and a Switch? 

Show News 
Riders and Drivers sign up for: 

 Raleigh Invitational at the Raleigh Fairgrounds by 13-Mar; the show is 09-11 April 

 Just Horsin’ Around in Williamston, NC by 03–Apr; the show is 25-26 April 
 
We hope everyone will come out to Spring Premier at the Raleigh Fairgrounds and enjoy the show 
on 18-21 March.  Good luck to the teams showing early this year: 

number of ways to make 
them more stylish for 
show or practical for 
work.  Sometimes, the 
sides of the dock are 
clipped, to a point from a 
few inches to about half-
way down the dock, 
where the tail "turns over" 
when the horse is in  
motion, and the rest of the 
tail is kept long. This is 
claimed to show off the 
horse's hindquarters. It is 
most commonly seen 
in dressage . A variation, 
shaving the dock close to 
the skin for about half its 
length, was also once a 
styling fad for "three-
gaited" ASBs though is not 
seen today.   

The tail of the horse  
consists of two parts, 
the dock and the skirt. The 
“dock” consists of the  
muscles and skin covering 
the coccygeal vertebrae. 
The term "skirt" refers to 
the long hairs that fall  
below the dock. Long, 
thick tail hairs begin to 
grow at the base of the 
tail, and grow along the 
top and sides of the 
dock.  The tail is used by 
the horse to keep away  
biting insects, and the  
position and movement of 
the tail may provide clues 
to the animal's physical or 
emotional state. Tail  
carriage may also be a 
breed trait. Tails of horses 
are often groomed in a 

"Tail extensions," also known 
as "switches" are false  
hairpieces which are tied into 
the existing tail to make it 
longer or fuller. This is  
sometimes seen when a 
horse has a naturally short 
and skimpy tail in a discipline 
where long tails are desired.   

 

(continued on the next page) 

 

It’s all about  

the tail 

I N G L E S I D E  F U N L E T T E R  

 Megan and Roadrunner 

 Jenny and Pearl 

 Karen and Spencer 

 Michelle and Dottie 

 Melinda and Teresa  

 Melinda and Nato 

 Ken and Sha-boom 

 Dylan and Chubby 

 Jason and Petey 

 Susan and Suri 

 Britt and Bentley 

The entire show  

schedule is online 

 (click to view)! 

http://www.inglesidefarm.com/inglesidefarmhorseshows.html


Look Who’s at the Farm 
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Ω Lakeside Lulu has returned to have 
Ingleside be her forever home.   She 
is 22 and was the former show horse 
of Hailey Mercurio! 

Tail & Switch Continued 

Meet Leah, 

she’s14 months  

old and was 

rescued by 

Heather  

Modern tail setting to raise the 
tail involves placing the dock of 
the tail in a harness-like device 
that causes it to be carried at 
all times in arched position. The 

set is used when the horses are 
stalled, and removed during 
performances. The device is 
meant to help stretch the  
muscles to keep the tail in a  
position that is desired for 
show, and is not used after the 
horse is retired from  
competition, allowing the tail to 
relax back to a normal position. 
Tail setting is only used by a few 
breeds, such as the ASBs and 
the Tennessee Walking Horse.  
To set a tail, the check ligament 

of the tail is nicked or cut prior 
to placing the tail in a set. The 
tail obtains the desired shape 
sooner, and in most cases the 
ligament heals in a longer  
position.  However, this  
method is still less drastic than 
in the past, when the tail was 
actually broken and then 
placed into the tail set, healing 
in the artificial position.  
Tail-breaking for high-set tails is 
no longer used . 

F U N L E T T E R  



S.B 103.3 Horses may be shown with unset tails in any class without penalty 

Love to Ride 

From the Rulebook 

 

We are going to be placing an order from our local supplier for tee-shirts and sweatshirts, 
and from Land’s End for polos and other items.  Look for the order info in your email soon! 

Maddy Broughton 

Jeanne Frazer 

Hannah Champion 

Susan Hallman  

Ingleside Farm YouTube  
Channel (click to view) 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcQLmGVB02ZE_QZCSao4ErQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcQLmGVB02ZE_QZCSao4ErQ

